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RUGBY  •  POSTS

ALUMINIUM RUGBY POSTS
These posts are lightweight and easier to handle, with uprights supplied 
in sections for ease of transportation and storage. Manufactured from 
aluminium tube and polyester coated white.   Designed so the posts 
drop directly in to the sockets with stainless steel bolts

RUG1003*  £2,013.49 pair
10m out of ground height, two piece uprights, bottom uprights 7m long, 
76mm diameter x 5mm thick, top uprights 5m long, 63.5mm diameter x 
3mm thick. Crossbar 5.6m long, 50mm diameter x 3mm thick, 1006mm 
deep sockets with 79mm inside diameter and complete with base plates
 

RUG1004*  £2,219.34 pair
12m out of ground height, two piece uprights, bottom uprights 7m long, 
76mm diameter x 5mm thick, top uprights 7m long, 63.5mm diameter x 
3mm thick. Crossbar 5.6m long, 50mm diameter x 3mm thick, 1006mm 
deep sockets with 79mm inside diameter  and complete with base plates

STEEL RUGBY POSTS
RUG1001*  (Not Illustrated)  £796.31 pair
Junior rugby posts 7.3m (24’) high manufactured from 2mm thick steel 
throughout, two piece upright, bottom section 63.5mm diameter.
Complete with ground sockets, powder coated white

RUG1002*  (Not Illustrated)  £931.17 pair
Senior rugby posts 10m (32’) high, manufactured in two sections, top 
section 63.5mm diameter, bottom section 70mm diameter. Complete 
with ground sockets, powder coated in white
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STEEL HINGED RUGBY POSTS
RUG1019*  (Not Illustrated)  £1,392.19 pair
Senior rugby posts with a 10m out of ground height, two piece uprights, 
bottom upright is 6m long, 70mm diameter x 2mm thick, top upright is 
5m long, 63.5mm diameter x 2mm thick, crossbar is 5.6m long, 63.5mm 
diameter x 2mm thick. 917mm sockets with hinged adaptors complete 
with stabilising fins and base plates which make erection of posts safer

RUG1020*  (Not Illustrated)  £1,118.28 pair
Junior rugby posts with a 7m out of ground height, one piece upright 
7m long, 63.5mm diameter x 2mm thick, crossbar is 5.6m long, 63.5mm
diameter x 2mm thick. 917mm sockets with hinged adaptors complete 
with stabilising fins and base plates which make erection of posts safer

RUGBY ACCESSORIES
Set of four square rugby post protectors, 1.8m high in standard blue colour, to suit 
posts up to 4” diameter. Stenciling available at an additional cost

RUG1032* 250mm square face  £227.80 set
RUG1009* 305mm square face  £271.41 set

RUG1012* Single colour flag  £3.32 each
RUG1010* Two colour flag for use with corner poles  £4.29 each
RUG1011* Flexible plastic corner pole with reinforced point  £5.50 each

RUG1033*   (Not Illustrated)  £70.70 set
Set of four corner post protection pads, various colours available, please state
preference when ordering

HINGED POST ASSEMBLY ROLLER
RUG1034*  £219.74 each
The hinged post assembly roller allows you to safely erect and dismantle a set
of hinged posts in a controlled manner.  Designed to be mounted onto an
appropriate tractor using two heavy duty “U” bolt brackets, the upright rolls 
along the device with the aid of the tractor roll bar before being lifted off by a 
suitable number of persons. Manufactured from steel and fitted with a rubber 
roller, a quick release webbed safety strap and two “U” bolt brackets 

ALUMINIUM HINGED RUGBY POSTS
RUG1023*  (Not Illustrated)  £3,411.38 pair
13m (out of ground) rugby posts manufactured from aluminium tube 
and polyester coated white. Two piece uprights, top upright is 7m long 
with a diameter of 63.5mm, bottom upright is 7m long with a diameter 
of 76mm. The crossbar is 5.6m long with a diameter of 50mm. 1006mm 
deep sockets with 70mm inside diameter complete with stabilising fins 
and base plates. Hinged adaptors with high tensile bolts make erection 
of posts safer

RUG1024*  (Not Illustrated)  £2,847.31 pair
Senior rugby posts 11m (out of ground) posts manufactured from
aluminium tube and polyester coated white. Two piece uprights, top
upright is 63.5mm diameter, bottom upright is 76mm diameter. The
crossbar is 5.6m long with a diameter of 50mm. 1006mm deep sock-
ets with 70mm diameter complete with stabilising fins and base plates. 
Hinged adaptors with high tensile bolts make erection of posts safer

RUG1025*  (Not Illustrated)  £2,686.33 pair
Junior rugby posts, 7m overall height manufactured from aluminium 
tube and polyester coated white. 1006mm deep sockets with 70mm
inside diameter complete with stabilising fins and base plates. Hinged 
adaptors with high tensile bolts make erection of posts safer

Other sizes and colours are 
available please contact our 
Sales Department for prices

HINGED RUGBY POST ADAPTORS
To enable the adaptation of existing posts to a folding goal. Existing 
posts will require tailoring to achieve correct crossbar height

RUG1021* To suit 10m goals  £449.76 set

RUG1022* To suit 7.31m goals  £408.92 set

RUG1026* To suit aluminium goals (13m and 11m only)  £677.14 set
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RUGBY  •  RUCKING SHIELDS, TACKLE BAGS, SCRUM MACHINES & BALLS

STANDARD RUGBY SCRUM MACHINE
RUG1045*  £5,925.47 each
The unique scrum pads of this machine accurately simulate the opposition 
front row and is designed for coaches and players at all levels. It has a built-in
foldaway steering tiller with a positive braking system conveniently located on 
the side of the scrum machine at the coaching position, an anchor spike is fitted 
for exceptional ground condition. The initial scrum pad heights are adjusted by 
winding handles, and has three width settings to suit all players. This machine 
encourages correct body positions and reduces the risk of training injuries

KIWI STYLE SCRUM SLED
This sled has an ultra low profile which is favoured by many international rugby 
coaches. The compact, all galvanized steel frame affords maximum durability
and easy transport, the scrum-pads remove easily for safe storage. The sled is
complete with bench seating and a convenient hand rail, a clear non-slip floor 
area for optimum safety of “ballast” crew and a flat base for more realistic
response to “straight-ahead shove or wheel”

RUG1035* Senior type for ages 16 to adult  £2,250.18 each
RUG1036* Junior type for ages 12 to 18  £2,250.18 each

TACKLE BAGS
RUG1027* Mini tackle bag, 0.3m diameter x 1.2m high, 8kg in weight  £70.35 each

RUG1028* Junior tackle bag, 0.375m diameter x 1.35m high, 14kg in weight  £83.78 each

RUG1029* Senior tackle bag, 0.45m diameter x 1.35m high, 20kg in weight  £100.33 each

RUG1030* Jumbo tackle bag, 0.45m diameter x 1.5m high, 30kg in weight  £137.23 each

RUG1031* Tackle dummy (Not Illustrated)   £424.70 each

RUCKING SHIELDS
RUG1013*  £30.17 each

Junior rucking shield with wedge top, 0.5m x 0.3m wide

RUG1014*  £34.59 each
Club rucking shield with wedge top, 0.65m x 0.35m wide

RUG1015*  £42.50 each
International rucking shield with wedge top, 0.8m x 0.425m wide

  
RUG1016*   £52.30 each

Kiwi rucking shield with wedge top, 1.0m x 0.475m wide

RUGBY BALLS
RUG/003/BAL  £25.44 each

IRB approved, the Gilbert Omega Match Rugby Ball features a hand stitched standard 
grip rubber surface, with a Truflight™ Valve and 3-ply polycotton and cotton laminate 
construction; a popular mini and junior rugby match ball. Size 5

RUG/004/BAL  £12.01 each
Gilbert VX300 trainer rugby ball; a hand stitched, rubber surfaced entry level training 
ball featuring Hydratec, a standard grip and 2-ply polycotton and cotton laminate 
construction; ideal for general handling drills.  Size 5

RUG/002/KCK  £4.95 each
Gilbert Quicker Kicker II Tee; ideal for entry level kickers wanting to practice and 
improve their kicking, as used by many International kickers!
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